
Dear Jesus, I want to connect with you regarding my thoughts…

PRAYERS & Reflections
Write out a prayer to Jesus, asking Him to show you which 
thoughts He wants to work on in your life. Ask Him to guide 
you as you do the work to take the thoughts captive and to 

guide you into His truth regarding them.





EXAMINING

My Thoughts

Original Thought:

What are the LOGICAL arguments against this thought? (Scripture, past events/actions that have

proven otherwise, true character traits, etc.)



EXAMINING

My Thoughts

What are the EMOTIONAL arguments against this thought? 

(Choose someone you love and out loud—but not actually to them—speak the lie as if you

were saying it as truth for them and to them. Then record all the evidence and arguments that come

up that say this is NOT true for them.)

NEW Truth-based Replacement Thought:



TAKING THOUGHTS Captive

NEGATIVE THOUGHT or LIE

After filling in the “Examining My Thoughts” pages, use the chart below to create a Quick 
Reference for when you begin to think the old thought so you can take it captive and replace it with 

what is “true, noble, right, pure, lovely, admirable, excellent, or praiseworthy” (Phil. 4:8).

Post this sheet in a place where you can see the Replacement Thoughts as you need them.

GOD’S TRUTH



TAKING THOUGHTS Captive

I KEEP THINKING, WHAT IF...

Consider the thoughts that come to mind when you experience anxiety about a future event or situation. 
Write down some of the “WHAT IF” scenarios that play over and over in your mind.

For each negative WHAT IF situation, write down what the opposite, positive scenario would be.
Read the Positive What If scenarios often, imagine them, feel the emotions you would feel if they were to 

happen (give it just as much attention and energy as you have given to the negative). 
Post this page where you will see it when faced with the thoughts of those potential or upcoming 

situations/events.

BUT, WHAT IF...(positive alternative)



NOTES & Reflections


